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Abstract. We consider the filtration of the flag manifold arising from the orbits

of a parabolic subgroup, and show how its Cousin complex realises Lepowsky's

construction of the generalised BGG resolution.

1. Introduction

Bernstein, Gelfand, and Gelfand [BGG, 1975] constructed a remarkable reso-

lution by Verma modules for each finite dimensional irreducible representation

of a complex, semisimple Lie algebra g. If Wx is the irreducible representation

of highest weight X then the resolution has the form

(1.1) --..-4   0   VW(X)^   0   Vw(X)-+Ve(X)^W,^0,
l(w)=2 t(w)=\

where VW(X) is the Verma module of highest weight w(X + p) - p, p is one

half the sum of the positive roots, w is an element of the Weyl group W and

i(w) is its length.

The arguments of Bernstein, Gelfand, and Gelfand are algebraic and com-

binatorial, using the structure of the Weyl group to construct the maps in the

resolution (1.1) and to show that it is exact. However, Wk can be realised by

sheaf cohomology on G/B , where B is a Borel subgroup, and the Weyl group

W labels the Schubert cells, i.e. the orbits of B on G/B, so it is natural to

look for a geometric realisation of the BGG resolution in terms of these ob-

jects. Kempf (1978) showed that the Cousin complex for the local cohomology

of a filtered space produces the dual of the BGG resolution when applied to

the filtration of G/B obtained from the closures of the Schubert cells. For X a

dominant integral weight, Kempf shows that if Xw is the Schubert cell labelled

by w , that is, the orbit BwB , then the dual of the Verma module VW(X) is

the algebraic local cohomology group Hx~ (G/B, .2¿), where -2¿ is the line

bundle on G/B associated with X.
Notice that VW(X) is a (g., B) module, so it is natural that its geometric

realisation should involve objects supported on a B orbit in order that B act

globally while G acts only infinitesimally.
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If P is a parabolic subgroup of G and V a finite dimensional irreducible

representation of g, then Lepowsky (1977) showed that V has a resolution

by generalised Verma modules, i.e. modules constructed by inducing from p

rather than from b . This resolution has the same form as the BGG resolution

but now the w are chosen to be the shortest length coset representatives for the

left cosets of Wp , the Weyl group of P. We shall give a geometric description

of his construction.
Because the cosets of Wp label the orbits of B on G/P one might be tempted

to look there for a geometric realisation of Lepowsky's resolution. However,

explicit calculations on projective space show that this is a false hope. Recalling

that the generalised Verma modules are (g, P) modules, it is more natural to

look for something on which P acts. We shall show that it is the Cousin complex

for the P orbits on G/B which realises the Lepowsky BGG resolution.

Any generalised Verma module, being a highest weight module, is a quotient

of some Verma module. Lepowsky's construction depends on determining the

kernel of the quotient map as a sum of Verma modules. This presentation of

a generalised Verma module can be extended to a complete resolution of it by

Verma modules, and we give a geometric realisation of this resolution, also as

a Cousin complex.

2. Generalised Verma modules

Recall (Lepowsky (1977)) that being a highest weight module the generalised

Verma module Vp(p) must be a quotient of the Verma module V(p) (note

that we are labelling Verma modules by their highest weights). In fact Lepowsky

shows that the kernel of

(2.1) V(p)^VP(p)

is

(2.2)

The Verma module V(p) contains all the Verma modules Va(p) as submodules

and the inclusion relations are the reverse of the ordering on the Weyl group. It

is in this sense that we say the kernel is a sum of Verma modules. Notice that

the sum is not direct and that it is equally true to say that the sum is over all

elements of Wp.
These results enable the Lepowsky BGG resolution to be obtained from the

BGG resolution as a "quotient." That is, Lepowsky shows that any homomor-

phism /: V(p) —► V(X) descends to a quotient / : VP(p) —> VP(X) because

f(Kß) c Kx ■ Bernstein, Gelfand, and Gelfand construct their resolution by

using the inclusions V(p) c V(X) added together with careful choices of signs

to give the maps

(2.3) 0  VW(X)^    0    VW(X)
l(w)=i f(w)=i-X

in the resolution. With the same choices of signs, and with WPL denoting the

left coset representatives of WP of shortest length, the quotient maps define

Kß = T K(p).
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maps

(2.4) 0  VPw(X)^   0   VPw(X)
l(w)=i l(w)=i-1

which give the Lepowsky BGG resolution.

Our point is that the Cousin complex for the P orbits is obtained from that

for the B orbits in a similar manner.

3. The geometric realisation

If X D Zo D Zx D • • • D Z¿ is a filtration of the topological space X by
closed subsets and 9' is a complex of sheaves on A, then we obtain a filtered

complex

^;(A)d^,(A)d---D^(A)

where 9Z(X) denotes the global sections of 9 supported in the closed set Z .

In our case A will be an analytic manifold and the closed sets will be analytic

subsets, i.e. those defined locally by the vanishing of holomorphic functions. We

deal only with open sets which are the complements of such closed sets, that

is, we confine ourselves to the Zariski topology. For any such set U = A \ Z

and any sheaf 9, let 9" ( U) denote the meromorphic sections of 9 over U.

These are the sections 5 such that for some fixed integer n , and for every d> in

the defining ideal of Z , <pns is the restriction to U of a global section. 9 is

a subsheaf of 9, and 9¿,(X) consists of sections which locally are annihilated

by some power of the defining ideal of Z . In Murray and Rice (1990) we

considered sheaves 2 of currents and showed that the Division Theorem of

Malgrange (Malgrange ( 1959/60)) is equivalent to the assertion that 3¡ is flabby

as a sheaf on the Zariski topology. In what follows we shall work only with the

"algebraic" subsheaves 9, and so we will not distinguish notationally between

9 and 9.
If 9' is a flabby resolution of a sheaf 9, then the cohomology of the

complex 9Z(X) is (by definition), the algebraic local cohomology of 9 along

Z , which we shall simply call the local cohomology and denote HZ(X,9).

Since for flabby sheaves 9 the map 9(X) —► 9(U) is surjective for any open

set U, the sequence

Q~9z]JX)->9z)(X)^9z'ÁZj+i{X\Zj+l)^0

is exact. Moreover, the map 9Z',Z (X \ Zj+X) —> 9"Z\Z. (U) is an isomor-

phism for any open set U in which Zj \ ZJ+X is closed. The cohomology

H'Z\Z (U, 9) is therefore the same for any open set containing Zj \ Zj+X as

a closed set, and we make this the definition of H'z,z i(A, 9).

The mapping cone of < : 9¿ (X) —> 9Z.(X), which we denote 9Z,Z, (X),

consists in degree k of pairs (a, ß) with a e9z+x(X) and /? € ¿^(A), and

has differential D(a, ß) = (da, i(a) - dß). The cohomology of 9~z \Z (X)

is naturally isomophic to that of 9~z\z. (X). In Murray and Rice (1990) we

showed that the map S: (a, ß) —> (0, a) provides a horizontal differential

which makes these mapping cone complexes, the jih one shifted by degree j,
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into the columns of a double complex with exact rows. By the zig-zag lemma

(Bott and Tu (1982)), the cohomology of this double complex is isomorphic to

the cohomology of 9z'oiX), i.e. to H'Zo{X, 9).  The vertical cohomology of

the double complex is HZVZ. (X, 9) and the horizontal differential induces

the complex

(3.1)        - Ä* XZi (X, 9 ) - ff*+Z2 (X,9)..-> Hk^ (X,9)^.~

in the icth row. These complexes are called Cousin complexes. If all except

the /cth Cousin complex is zero, then once again the zig-zag lemma shows

that its cohomology is isomorphic to the cohomology of the double complex

shifted by k degrees. The double complex therefore plays the role of the Cech-

de Rham complex, and the isomorphism between H'z (A) and the cohomology

of the Cousin complex is the direct analogue of the de Rham isomorphism.

Kempf (1978) applies these ideas in the case where A = G/B and Z¡ is

the closure of the orbits of B with codimension greater than or equal to j.

Then Z¡ \ Zj+X is the union of the B orbits of codimension j, that is Xw

with £(w) = n - j. Since these are disjoint and open in Zj, it is easy to see

that

(3-2) H%Zj+i(X,9) =     0    Hk+J(X, 9)

l{w)=n-j

The results of Kempf (1978) and Brylinski (1981) show that, for a dominant

line bundle .25, one has H'x (X, ¿îfi) = 0 unless £(w) = n - i, when it is

the dual of Vw . Equally well one can use their results, or the direct arguments

of Murray and Rice (1990), to show that if 3? is the sheaf of holomorphic

n -forms then

if i(w) / n - i,

VW(X)    if £(w) = n-i.

The Cousin complexes are therefore zero except for the one with k = 0 ; its

terms are clearly those of the BGG resolution. Its cohomology is H'(X, 2x®^) ■.

since Z0 = A, and by Bott's theorem this vanishes except in degree n , where it

is Wx . This shows that the Cousin complex is a resolution of Wx and identifies

it with the BGG resolution.
Consider the orbits of P on G/B . The minimal P orbit, which lies through

the identity coset, can be identified as P/B = L/L n B, where L is a Levi

factor of P. Note that LfxB is a Borel subgroup of L, and each B orbit in

P/B is actually an L n B orbit. Therefore P/B is the union of B orbits Xv

where v belongs to WP , which is also the Weyl group of L as well as of P.

The dimension of P/B is the length of the longest element of Wp , which we

denote by d. More generally, each P orbit is a union of B orbits Xv , where

v ranges over a coset of WP in W , and contains a unique minimal B orbit

Xw of codimension d , where w is consequently the element of this coset with

shortest length. Recall that WPL denotes the set of all these shortest length

representatives, and let Yw = PwB denote the P orbit labelled by we Wp1,

so that Yw is the union of B orbits

(3.3) H'XmiX,^®Jr) = i.°

(3.4) Yw=   (J  Xm
ve:
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Theorem 1. For each w e Wp   and dominant line bundle S?x over X = G/B,

the cohomology HY~t(w\X, Sff %&x) is isomorphic to VPw(X).

Proof. Let Uw = X \ (Yw \ Yw) so that Yw is closed in the open set Uw . Let

r = n - ¿(w) - d be the codimension of Yw . We consider the filtration

(3.5) Uw D Yw D Yw n Zr+X D ■ ■ ■ D Yw n Zr+¿ = Xw ,

where Zj is the closure of the Schubert cells of codimension greater than or

equal to ;', as described for the BGG resolution. Since

(3-6) Yw n (Zr+k \ Zr+k+x) =     \^J   xvw,

»ear/.

it follows by the results of Kempf that the Cousin complexes for 3£ ® £fx

determined by this filtration are zero except in the rth row, which is

(3.7)    -»©^(Jr.jr®^)-
n<i)=d
■er,

•••'-♦ © Hx*-l(x '* ®-^) - HZd(x >*®-3)-o.
1{V) = ¡

verf

By the theorem of de Rham type which we described above, the cohomology

of the complex 3.7 is HrY+kiX, 5Z ®Jz5) in degree k . In particular, from the

end of 3.7 we obtain the exact sequence

53 v™w *-» F<"W - unY~l{w\x^ ®^i) -» o»
<(<r)«i

and it follows from the result of Lepowsky that Hy~t{w)(X, 5?®S?k) is VPw(X).

Let Zj be the closure of the union of the P-orbits Yw of codimension

greater than or equal to j . Zj \ Z¡+x is the disjoint union of the f-orbits Yw

of codimension j, each of which is open in Zj. We therefore obtain, for any

sheaf 9, the Cousin complexes

(3.8) -    0   Hkw(X,9)^
t(w)=n-d

6   p

-*   0  Hk+"-d-x(X, 9) ^ Hk+n-d(X, 9) ^ 0.

nw)=i

For y = 3£ ® S?i, Theorem 1 shows that the terms of the Cousin complex

3.8, with k = d, axe the generalised Verma modules of Lepowsky's resolution.

If this were the only nonzero Cousin complex, then the Cousin double complex

would compute the cohomology of 3f® -2$, and the same argument as for

the standard BGG resolution would identify 3.8 in the case k — d with Lep-

owsky's generalised BGG resolution. Such an argument can be made using the

Z)-module cohomology vanishing theorems of Beilinson and Bernstein (1981).

However, the results of Lepowsky cited in §2 allow a more elementary proof.
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Indeed the map from VW(X) to VPw(X) corresponds to the natural map between

local cohomology groups, and diagrams such as

HSr'^tG/B.JTQ&x) -► H$-'(G/B,Jr&&x)

Hy-^iG/B,^ ®^f) -► HY-i(G/B,%f®3'x)

all commute. Hence we have

Theorem 2. The Cousin complex

(3.9)    ->QH%x(X,9)^---->    0    Hkl"-d-x(X,9)
t(a)=\ l(o)=n-d-\

0   HY+"-d(X,9)^0

t(o)=n-d
aHWp

is the Lepowsky Bernstein Gelfand Gelfand resolution.

We can also give a direct proof of the local cohomology vanishing theorem.

Theorem 3. For a dominant line bundle J2¿

H'Yw(X,3r®^) = 0

if i 5¿ n - ¿(w).

Proof. The complex 3.7 is a complex of Verma modules which is "part" of the

BGG resolution. To be more precise recall the construction of the BGG reso-

lution in Bernstein, Gelfand, and Gelfand (1975). They regard all the Verma

modules Vw as being included in Ve. Then they show that there is a special

function s(wx, w2) defined for any two Weyl group elements wx, w2 with

£{wx) = £(w2) + 1 and wx - aaw2, for some simple root reflection aa and

taking the values plus or minus one. The maps

(3.10) 0 Vw-+    0    Vw
l{w)=i f(w)=i-X

defining the BGG resolution are obtained by adding together the inclusions of

Vw¡ into VWj multiplied by the sign s(wx,w2). If we restrict to a Levi subgroup

L of G, then we can restrict the function s to Wp, the Weyl group of L. The

irreducible L-module Wi has a BGG resolution by Verma modules for L and

if we extend these Verma modules to %(p) modules by making the nilpotent

part of p act trivially, then we can tensor by ^(g) over ^(p) to obtain ^(g)

modules. It is straightforward to check that these are the generalised Verma

modules for g with the corresponding highest weight and that this operation

respects exactness. It follows that the complex

(3.11) - ••• - 0 VVW(X) -» 0 VvwiX) - VW(X) - VPw(X) - 0
i(t))=2 f(u)=l

v€Vp v&Tf

is exact and this is the same as the complex 3.7. Consequently the only nonzero

local cohomology //^(A,^®^) is in dimension n - £{w).

Corollary. The Cousin complex 3.7 is a resolution of HY~l(w\x, 3f <g> 5Cx) ■
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